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We study the eet of neutrino trapping in new-born quark stars within a three-avor Nambu
Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model with self-onsistently alulated quark masses. The phase diagrams
and equations of state for harge neutral quark matter in β-equilibrium are presented, with and
without trapped neutrinos. The ompat star sequenes for dierent neutrino untrapping senarios
are investigated and the energy release due to neutrino untrapping is found to be of the order of
1053 erg. We nd that hot quark stars haraterized, e.g., by an entropy per baryon of 1− 2 and a
lepton fration of 0.4, as models for the ores of newborn protoneutron stars, are in the two-avor
olor superonduting (2SC) state. High temperatures and/or neutrino hemial potentials disfavor
ongurations with a olor-avor-loked (CFL) phase. Stable quark star solutions with CFL ores
exist only at low temperatures and neutrino hemial potentials.
PACS numbers: 12.38.Aw, 12.39.-x, 24.85.+p, 26.60.+, 97.60.-s
I. INTRODUCTION
The engine of explosive phenomena in astrophysis,
suh as gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) and type-II super-
novæ is presently not fully understood. The generation
and propagation of neutrino uxes, as well as the neu-
trino interations in the hot and dense nulear matter
envelope play key roles in models of the evolution of
ore-ollapse supernovæ [1℄. Detailed hydrodynami sim-
ulations of the gravitational ollapse of a massive star
show that the possibility to obtain a suessful explo-
sion depends to a large extent on the properties of the
protoneutron star (PNS) that forms in the ompressed
ore. About 99% of the gravitational binding energy is
released by neutrino emission [2, 3, 4℄. The supernova
ollapse and prompt neutrino prodution proeeds within
milliseonds and the shok-ompressed matter is heated
up to about 30− 50 MeV. At suh high temperature the
neutrino mean free path is muh shorter than the radius
of a PNS, R ∼ 10 km, and neutrinos diuse on a time
sale of ∼ 10 seonds.
During this `neutrino trapping' regime the number of
neutrinos is quasi onserved and the neutrino hemial
potential, µν , is of the order 200 MeV [3, 4℄. This state
lasts until the temperature is low enough for the neutrino
mean free path to beome omparable to R. The behav-
ior of the neutrino mean free path, whih determines the
timesale for the untrapping transition and the onset of
the 'seond shok' of the supernova, depends in a sensi-
tive way on the mirophysis of the hot and dense PNS
interior. In partiular, if superuid and superonduting
phases of hadroni and/or quark matter are reated, the
transport properties are aeted and the onsequenes
∗
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for simulations of ore-ollapse supernovæ ould be im-
portant.
In a senario where olor superonduting quark mat-
ter is the preferred state of matter at high density there
are several new aspets to onsider, for example:
1. The kinetis of the phase transition, whih even-
tually proeeds with the release of latent heat and
requires a nuleation time sale.
2. The possibility that olor superonduting phases
have large pairing gaps (∼ 100 MeV), whih aet
the transport properties in the PNS ore.
3. The possibility that olor superonduting phases
have a high ritial temperature (∝ the gaps) and
therefore aet the formation and evolution of
PNS.
For reent reviews on dense olor superonduting quark
matter, see [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12℄ and referenes therein.
The energy released due to a phase transition to deon-
ned quark matter in a PNS ore an reah the order of
100 bethe (=1053 erg) [13, 14, 15℄, whih is the orret or-
der of magnitude for the energy of GRBs. Moreover, the
nuleation timesale for a quark matter phase transition
ould explain the time delay statistis of GRB subpulse
struture [16, 17℄. It has also been emphasized that in
the presene of a strong magneti eld, neutrinos propa-
gating in hot superonduting quark matter an beome
ollimated (beaming) and asymmetri, thus explaining a
resulting kik veloity for the PNS [18℄.
In the present work we onsider a mirosopi, al-
beit shemati hiral quark model of NJL type, where
the quark masses and pairing gaps are alulated self-
onsistently at the mean-eld level, see [19, 20, 21, 22,
23℄. We desribe the phase struture of olor super-
onduting three-avor quark matter for two dierent
strengths of the phenomenologial diquark pairing inter-
ation, in systems with and without trapped neutrinos.
2The orresponding quark star solutions are onsidered as
models for PNS ores and their properties are desribed.
In partiular, we are interested in the answers to the fol-
lowing questions:
1. What inuene has the neutrino hemial potential
on the phase diagram of quark matter?
2. In whih regions of the quark matter phase diagram
an stable quark stars be found?
3. Can both two-avor superondutivity (2SC) and
three-avor olor-avor-loking (CFL) phases be
realized under PNS onditions?
4. How muh energy an be released in the ooling
and untrapping evolution for these models of a PNS
ore?
The eet of neutrino trapping on the phase struture
of olor superonduting three-avor quark matter has
been investigated before in Refs. [24, 25℄, for homoge-
neous phases, and in Ref. [26℄ for inhomogeneous phases
of the LOFF type [27℄. In this paper we fous on the
stability of quark stars for dierent phase strutures and
estimates of the energy release in the ooling and untrap-
ping transitions.
The paper is organized as follows. In Setion II we
dene the NJL-type model that we use to desribe olor
superonduting quark matter with trapped neutrinos.
Setion III gives a summary of all results, whih are dis-
ussed in detail in subsetions aording to the main
questions posed in the Introdution. The Conlusions
summarize our main ndings.
II. MODEL OF HOT QUARK MATTER WITH
TRAPPED NEUTRINOS
Due to the high density in ompat stars, strange
quarks ould exist in their interior. We therefore onsider
a grand anonial ensemble with up, down, and strange
quark degrees of freedom. Beause strange quarks have a
relatively high mass, they should arise only at high den-
sity. Therefore, at not too high densities, where matter is
in a two-avor state, there should be an exess of down
quarks for matter to be harge neutral. Consequently,
the dierene between the hemial potentials of the up
and down quarks an be suiently large for muons to
be reated by weak interations, d ↔ u + µ− + ν¯µ. It
is therefore neessary to inlude both eletron and muon
lepton degrees of freedom in the model. The τ lepton
is, however, not inluded, beause it is too massive to
play a signiant role in ompat stars. We neglet the
inuene of neutrino osillations and therefore omit the
τ neutrino as well.
The thermodynamis of the quark matter phase is de-
sribed with an NJL-type model. The path-integral rep-
resentation of the quark partition funtion is [20, 21, 22℄
Z(T, µˆ) =
∫
Dq¯Dq e
R
d4x(Lf+Lq¯q+Lqq), (1a)
Lf = q¯(i∂/− mˆ+ µˆγ
0)q, (1b)
Lq¯q = GS
8∑
a=0
(q¯τaq)
2, (1)
Lqq = GD
∑
A=2,5,7
(q¯iγ5τAλACq¯
T )(qT iCγ5τAλAq), (1d)
where µˆ and mˆ are the diagonal hemial potential and
urrent quark mass matries in olor and avor spae.
For a = 0, τ0 = (2/3)
1/2
1f , otherwise τa and λa are
Gell-Mann matries ating in avor and olor spae, re-
spetively. C = iγ2γ0 is the harge onjugation operator
and q¯ = q†γ0. The oupling onstants, GS and GD,
determine the oupling strengths in the q¯q and qq han-
nels, whih represent urrent-urrent interations in the
olor singlet salar meson hannel and the salar olor an-
titriplet diquark hannel. We follow the argument in [21℄
onerning the UA(1) symmetry breaking in the pseu-
dosalar isosalar meson setor, whih essentially is that
the symmetry breaking is dominated by quantum utu-
ations, and we therefore omit the 't Hooft determinant
interation. In the following we use the relative oupling
strength
η = GD/GS (2)
to parametrize the oupling in the diquark hannel. In
the hoie of the four-fermion interation hannels we
have omitted the pseudosalar q¯q terms, whih should
be present in a hirally symmetri theory. These terms
do not ontribute to the thermodynami properties of
the deonned quark matter phase at the mean-eld
(Hartree) level [23℄, to whih we restrit the disussion
in the present paper.
After bosonization using Hubbard-Stratonovih trans-
formations, we obtain an exat transformation of the
original partition funtion (1). The transformed expres-
sion onstitutes the starting point for approximations,
dened as trunations of the Taylor expanded ation
funtional to dierent orders in the olletive boson elds.
In the following, we use the mean-eld (MF) approxi-
mation. This means that the bosoni funtional inte-
grals are omitted and the olletive elds are xed at the
extremum of the ation. The orresponding mean-eld
thermodynami potential, from whih all thermodynami
quantities an be derived, is given by
Ω
MF
(T, µˆ, µLe , µLµ)
= −
1
βV
lnZ
MF
(T, µˆ) + Ωl(T, µLe , µLµ)
=
∑
i=u,d,s
(Mi −mi)
2
8GS
+
∆2ud +∆
2
us +∆
2
ds
4ηGS
−
∫
d3p
(2π)3
18∑
a=1
[
Ea(p) + 2T ln
(
1 + e−Ea(p)/T
)]
3+ Ωl(T, µLe , µLµ)− Ω0. (3)
Here, Mi = mi + φi are the renormalized quark masses,
mi are the urrent quark masses, Ea(p) are the eighteen
independent quark quasipartile dispersion relations, and
φi (∆ij) are hiral (diquark) gaps, see [21℄ for details.
The gaps, φi and ∆ij , emerge from the auxiliary boson
elds introdued by the Hubbard-Stratonovih transfor-
mations and represent olletive modes generated by q¯q
and qq, respetively. Ωl(T, µLe , µLµ) is the thermody-
nami potential for an ideal gas of neutrinos, eletrons
(me ≃ 0.511 MeV), and muons (mµ ≃ 105.66 MeV)
Ωl(T, µLe , µLµ) = −
∑
l=e, µ
[
µ4νl
24π2
+
µ2νlT
2
12
+
7π2T 4
360
+
T
π2
∑
±
∫ ∞
0
dkk2 ln
(
1 + e−
El±µl
T
)]
, (4)
where El =
√
p2 +m2l . Ω0 is a divergent term that is
subtrated in order to get zero pressure and energy den-
sity in vauum (i.e., at T = µ = 0)
Ω0 =
∑
i=u,d,s
(φ0i )
2
8GS
− 6
∫
d3p
(2π)3
√
p2 + (mi + φ0i )
2. (5)
The model has six onserved harge densities and asso-
iated hemial potentials. The U(3)f ×SU(3)c×U(1)Q
symmetry of the quarks is broken in the presene of di-
quarks. Therefore, there are only four mutually ommut-
ing onserved harge densities, e.g., the quark number
density
n = 〈q†q〉 = −
∂Ω
MF
∂µ
, (6)
two olor harge densities
n3 = 〈q
†λ3q〉 = −
∂Ω
MF
∂µ3
, (7a)
n8 = 〈q
†λ8q〉 = −
∂Ω
MF
∂µ8
, (7b)
and the eletri harge density
nQ = 〈q
†Qq〉 − ne − nµ = −
∂Ω
MF
∂µQ
. (8)
Here, Q = diagf (
2
3 ,−
1
3 ,−
1
3 ) and ne (nµ) is the number
density of eletrons (muons). Consequently, the quark
hemial potential matrix, µˆ, is
µˆ = µ+QµQ + λ3µ3 + λ8µ8, (9)
where µ is the quark number hemial potential, µQ the
(positive) eletri harge hemial potential, and µ3 and
µ8 are olor harge hemial potentials. Note the disus-
sion of olor neutrality in Ref. [28℄.
The quark number density is related to the baryon
number density by
nB = n/3. (10)
The remaining two harges are the number densities of
the lepton families
nLe = ne + nνe = −
∂Ω
MF
∂µLe
, (11a)
nLµ = nµ + nνµ = −
∂Ω
MF
∂µLµ
, (11b)
whih are onserved when the neutrinos are trapped in
the system and osillations are negleted. Eletrons and
muons have both eletri harge and lepton number,
while neutrinos have lepton number only. Therefore
µe = µLe − µQ, (12a)
µµ = µLµ − µQ, (12b)
µνe = µLe , (12)
µνµ = µLµ . (12d)
The lepton frations, whih represent the relative number
of leptons and baryons, are dened as
YLe ≡
nLe
nB
, (13a)
YLµ ≡
nLµ
nB
. (13b)
Bulk matter in ompat stars should be harge neu-
tral. In NJL models there are no gauge elds that neu-
tralize the olor harge dynamially, beause the gluons
are replaed by eetive point-like q¯q and qq interations.
Color neutrality must therefore be enfored by solving for
the harge hemial potentials, µ3 and µ8, suh that the
orresponding harge densities, na = 〈q
†λaq〉, are zero.
In addition, matter in ompat stars should be eletri-
ally neutral and in β-equilibrium with respet to weak
interations. The hemial potentials, µQ, µ3, and µ8
are therefore determined suh that the harge densities
(7)-(8) vanish
∂Ω
MF
∂µQ
=
∂Ω
MF
∂µ3
=
∂Ω
MF
∂µ8
= 0. (14)
Observe that the denition of the quark hemial po-
tential (9) implies that matter is in β-equilibrium. This
holds true also when neutrinos are trapped and µLl > 0,
beause, e.g., µe + µν¯e = (µLe − µQ) + (−µLe) = −µQ.
The gaps, φi and ∆ij , are order parameters that are de-
termined by minimization of the mean-eld thermody-
nami potential (3)
∂Ω
MF
∂φu
=
∂Ω
MF
∂φd
=
∂Ω
MF
∂φs
= 0, (15a)
∂Ω
MF
∂∆ud
=
∂Ω
MF
∂∆us
=
∂Ω
MF
∂∆ds
= 0. (15b)
Loal minima of the thermodynami potential dene
ompeting phases and the global minimum is the physial
solution.
4At the harge neutral global minimum of the thermo-
dynami potential the pressure, entropy density, number
densities, and energy density are
P (T, µ, µLe, µLµ) = −ΩMF, (16a)
s(T, µ, µLe, µLµ) = −
∂Ω
MF
∂T
, (16b)
na(T, µ, µLe, µLµ) = −
∂Ω
MF
∂µa
, (16)
ǫ(T, µ, µLe, µLµ) = −P + Ts+
∑
a=B,Le,Lµ
µana. (16d)
The sum in the expression for the energy density should
aount for all onserved harges in the system. However,
beause we require that nQ = n3 = n8 = 0, only three
terms are inluded. One the urrent quark masses, ou-
pling onstants, and momentum regularization method
has been xed, equations (2)-(5), (9), and (14)-(16) de-
ne a self-onsistent set of equations for the quark matter
model.
A. Numerial methods
The quark quasipartile dispersion relations, Ea(p), in
(3) are eigenvalues of Hermitian matries, see [21℄ for de-
tails. LAPACK is used to alulate the eigenvalues and
the orresponding eigenvetors of these matries. For
given values of all parameters, the mean-eld thermo-
dynami potential (3) is alulated with a Gaussian in-
tegration quadrature. Observe that the integrands de-
pend only on the magnitude of the three-momentum, so
d3p→ 4πp2dp.
The derivatives of the thermodynami potential are ex-
pliitly alulated using the eigenvetors of the Hermitian
matries. The derivatives are of the form
∂Ω
MF
∂x
= F1(x)−
∫
d3p
(2π)3
18∑
a=1
F2
(
∂Ea(p)
∂x
)
, (17)
for some simple funtions F1 and F2 that depend on the
hoie of the variable x. The numerial problem therefore
is to alulate the derivatives of the quasipartile disper-
sion relations, Ea(p), i.e., the derivatives of the eigenval-
ues of the Hermitian matries. It is easy to show that
∂Ea
∂x
=
X†a
∂H
∂xXa
X†aXa
, (18)
where Xa is the eigenvetor assoiated to an eigenvalue
Ea of a Hermitian matrix H . The derivatives of the Her-
mitian matries are sparse and all derivatives of the ther-
modynami potential are therefore obtained pratially
at the ost of omputing the eigenvetors. The integrands
of all derivatives and the thermodynami potential are
alulated in parallel and the momentum integrals are
evaluated simultaneously to redue omputational redun-
dany. The gap and harge neutrality equations (14)-(15)
are solved with a modied Newton method in multidi-
mensions, i.e., essentially a steepest desent method, for
dierent starting points in parameter spae. The solution
with the highest pressure is used. The results thereby ob-
tained, and the onsequenes for the properties of quark
stars are disussed in the next Setion.
III. RESULTS
We use the same parametrization of the quark matter
model as in [21℄
mu,d = 5.5 MeV, (19a)
ms = 112.0 MeV, (19b)
GSΛ
2 = 2.319, (19)
Λ = 602.3 MeV. (19d)
The relative diquark oupling strength, η, is onsidered
as a free parameter of the model. Here we present results
for η = 0.75 (intermediate oupling), whih is the vauum
result obtained by a Fierz transformation, and η = 1.0
(strong oupling), whih is motivated by the phenomenol-
ogy of ompat stars and heavy ion ollisions [29℄. Quark
matter phases are haraterized by the order parameters,
φi and ∆ij . In partiular, the following phases have been
identied in the numerial investigation of the model
2SC phase: ∆us = ∆ds = 0 and ∆ud 6= 0,
uSC phase: ∆ds = 0 and ∆ud 6= 0, ∆us 6= 0,
dSC phase: ∆us = 0 and ∆ud 6= 0, ∆ds 6= 0,
CFL phase: ∆ud 6= 0, ∆us 6= 0, and ∆ds 6= 0.
In addition, gapless phases exist, whih are haraterized
by the presene of one or more quasipartile dispersion
relations that have no forbidden energy band above the
Fermi surfae. Suh exitations exist when the dier-
enes between the Fermi momenta and/or the renormal-
ized masses of the paired quarks are suiently large [30℄.
We denote gapless phases with a leading g, e.g., g2SC
for the gapless 2SC phase.
In the following we present results for two dierent
neutrino untrapping senarios. In one senario the ini-
tial state is a hot, T = 40 MeV, quark ore with trapped
neutrinos, µνe = 200MeV. The ore ools rapidly by neu-
trino emission and a old, T ∼ 1 MeV, onguration with
trapped neutrinos, µν = 200 MeV, forms. The mass de-
fet due to ooling is obtained by omparing the masses of
these two states for ongurations of equal baryon num-
ber. At low temperature, T ∼ 1 MeV, the mean-free
path of neutrinos inreases and beomes omparable to
the size of the ore/star. The neutrinos therefore es-
ape and the nal state is a old, T ∼ 1 MeV, star with
µν = 0. The mass defet due to neutrino untrapping
is obtained by omparing the masses of µν = 200 MeV,
T ∼ 1 MeV ongurations with the masses of µν = 0,
T ∼ 1 MeV ongurations of equal baryon number. The
5nal state will ontinue to ool for millions of years with
pratially no eet on its struture, beause tempera-
tures below 1 MeV have negligible eets on the quark
matter equation of state. Phase diagrams for interme-
diate and strong oupling are provided for matter with
trapped and untrapped neutrinos. The seond senario
has a more onventional initial state, haraterized by a
xed lepton number, YLe = 0.4, and entropy per baryon,
s/nB = 1− 2. In this ase the temperature and neutrino
hemial potential varies over the radius of the star. The
properties of the quark star solutions and the eet of
neutrino untrapping are similar in these two senarios.
While the initial state of the seond senario is moti-
vated by detailed ore-ollapse simulations, it is more
ompliated and to some extent it provides less trans-
parent results.
A. Order parameters at xed µ
For the alulation of quark matter phase diagrams in
the plane of temperature and quark (or baryon) num-
ber hemial potential, the gap equations for the order
parameters of the model (the masses, Mi, and diquark
gaps, ∆ij) are solved self-onsistently. The values of the
order parameters haraterize the dierent quark matter
phases, as desribed above. In addition to solving the
gap equations, the olor and eletri harge neutrality
onditions are enfored by solving for the orresponding
hemial potentials (µQ, µ3, µ8), for given values of the
quark number hemial potential, µ, and temperature, T .
In Figs. 1-4, the quark masses (upper row), diquark gaps
(seond row), hemial potentials (third row) and densi-
ties of baryon number, eletrons and muons (bottom row)
are plotted vs. the temperature for three dierent values
of the quark number hemial potential (olumns). The
four Figures represent solutions without (µν = 0) and
with (µν = 200 MeV) trapped neutrinos for intermediate
(η = 0.75) and strong (η = 1.0) oupling, respetively.
Here we use the more ompat notation
µν ≡ µνe = µLe , (20)
for the eletron neutrino hemial potential, beause the
muon neutrino hemial potential is zero as neutrino os-
illations are negleted. Note the gapless onstraints,
∆gij , that are inluded in the seond row of these Figures.
If ∆ij ≤ ∆
g
ij , the orresponding quasipartile has a gap-
less dispersion relation, i.e., when this ondition is met
there is no forbidden energy band above the Fermi sur-
fae. Typially, the gapless onditions are fullled only
near the ritial temperature (60 − 70 MeV for interme-
diate oupling and 100 − 110 MeV for strong oupling),
where the gaps go to zero in a seond order phase transi-
tion to a non-superonduting state. Sine these temper-
atures are well above the maximum temperature relevant
for PNS, we an neglet gapless phases in our disussion.
B. Order parameters at xed YLe and s/nB
Next we onsider a system with xed values of the
lepton fration, YLe(T, µν) = 0.4, and the entropy per
baryon, s(T, µν)/nB(T, µν) = 1, 2. Consequently, for a
given value of the quark number hemial potential, µ,
the temperature and eletron neutrino hemial potential
are determined suh that YLe = 0.4 and s/nB = 1 (or
2). These two equations are solved in parallel with the
gap and harge neutrality equations. In Fig. 5 the tem-
perature, onstituent quark masses, harge hemial po-
tentials, neutrino hemial potential, gaps, and number
densities are plotted vs. the quark number hemial po-
tential for harge neutral quark matter in β-equilibrium
at intermediate oupling, η = 0.75. Fig. 6 shows the
same relationships for strong oupling, η = 1.
C. Equations of state
The equation of state (EoS), ǫ(P ), an be alulated
using (16), e.g., for dierent values of the temperature,
T , and lepton number hemial potential, µLe = µν , or
for xed values of lepton fration, YLe(T, µLe), and the
entropy per baryon, s(T, µLe)/nB(T, µLe), depending on
the appliation. In Figs. 7-8 the EoS for three dierent
pairs of (µν , T ) values are plotted for intermediate, η =
0.75, and strong, η = 1.0, oupling, respetively. The
energy density is disontinuous at the 2SC-CFL phase
transition due to the disontinuity of the strange quark
mass, whih is obtained from the self-onsistent solution
of the system of gap equations (15). The phase transition
is rst order. When inreasing T and/or µν , the pressure
at the transition inreases. Fig. 9 shows the EoS for a
xed lepton fration, YLe(T, µν) = 0.4, and two values
of entropy per baryon, s(T, µν)/nB(T, µν) = 1 and 2,
for intermediate and strong oupling. When inreasing
the entropy per baryon, the pressure at the transition
inreases, whereas an inrease of the oupling strength
lowers it.
D. Quark star sequenes
Given an EoS desribed in the previous Setion, the
orresponding ompat star sequene is alulated by
solving the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volko equations for
a stati spherially symmetri objet
dP (r)
dr
= −
[ǫ(r) + P (r)][m(r) + 4πr3P (r)]
r[r − 2m(r)]
, (21a)
m(r) = 4π
∫ r
0
ε(r′)r′2dr′, (21b)
for dierent values of the entral pressure. Due to the
thermal pressure, the high-temperature EsoS do not ex-
tend to zero pressure. The surfae of hot ongurations
is therefore dened to be the point where the (approxi-
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FIG. 1: (Color online) The onstituent quark masses, gaps, harge hemial potentials, and number densities of harge neutral
quark matter in β-equilibrium with untrapped neutrinos, µν = 0, at intermediate oupling, η = 0.75. The three olumns (from
left to right) represent solutions for µ = 400, 500, and 550 MeV. ∆gij are thresholds for the existene of gapless exitations
[30℄, i.e., gapless exitations exist if ∆ij ≤ ∆
g
ij .
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FIG. 2: (Color online) The onstituent quark masses, gaps, harge hemial potentials, and number densities of harge neutral
quark matter in β-equilibrium with trapped neutrinos, µν = 200 MeV, at intermediate oupling, η = 0.75. Line styles as in
Fig. 1.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) The onstituent quark masses, gaps, harge hemial potentials, and number densities of harge neutral
quark matter in β-equilibrium with untrapped neutrinos, µν = 0, at strong oupling, η = 1.0. Line styles as in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 4: (Color online) The onstituent quark masses, gaps, harge hemial potentials, and number densities of harge neutral
quark matter in β-equilibrium with trapped neutrinos, µν = 200 MeV, at strong oupling, η = 1.0. Line styles as in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 5: (Color online) The temperature, onstituent quark masses, harge hemial potentials, neutrino hemial potential,
gaps, and number densities of harge neutral quark matter in β-equilibrium at intermediate oupling (η = 0.75) for xed lepton
fration YLe(T, µν) = 0.4, and two values of the entropy per baryon, s(T, µν)/nB(T, µν) = 1, 2.
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FIG. 6: (Color online) The same as Fig. 5 but at strong oupling, η = 1.
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FIG. 7: (Color online) The equation of state for harge neu-
tral quark matter in β-equilibrium at intermediate oupling,
η = 0.75, and xed values of the temperature and eletron
neutrino hemial potential. The disontinuities appear at
the 2SC-CFL phase transition due to the Maxwell onstru-
tion, see text.
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FIG. 8: (Color online) The equation of state for harge neutral
quark matter in β-equilibrium at strong oupling, η = 1.0,
and xed values of the temperature and eletron neutrino
hemial potential.
mate) hiral symmetry is broken by a rst order phase
transition into the χSB phase.
In Fig. 10 the quark star sequenes for intermediate
oupling, η = 0.75, and xed (µν , T ) values are plotted.
The disontinuity at the maximum mass onguration is
a onsequene of the appearane of CFL matter in the
enter of the stars. Stars with a CFL ore are marginally
stable and exist if T and µν are not too high, see Fig. 14
in the following Subsetion. Inreasing the oupling to
η = 1.0 leads to an interesting situation, shown in Fig. 11.
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FIG. 9: (Color online) The equation of state for harge neu-
tral quark matter in β-equilibrium for xed values of the lep-
ton fration, YLe(T, µν) = 0.4, and the entropy per baryon,
s(T, µν)/nB(T, µν).
There is a small interval of star masses at M ∼ 1.3 M⊙
for whih mass twins our: pure 2SC quark stars have
stable, high-density mass isomers with a CFL quark ore
and a smaller radius. Fig. 11 suggests an interesting se-
nario: upon mass aretion, a 2SC star ould undergo a
phase transition to its more ompat twin with a CFL
ore, whereby binding energy is released. However, the
presene of a hadroni rust ould render the twin on-
gurations unstable and this senario therefore remains
to be investigated thoroughly. In Fig. 12 we show the
star sequenes orresponding to the EsoS in Fig. 9 with
xed entropy per baryon (1 or 2) and xed lepton fra-
tion YLe = 0.4. While the inrease of oupling strength
inreases the maximum mass and the radius of the stars,
both values of the entropy per baryon produe rather
similar star sequenes. A nite entropy per baryon of
1−2 orrespond to rather high temperatures that do not
allow for stable CFL ores. In Fig. 13 the radial depen-
dene of the temperature and baryon number density in
PNS is illustrated for xed values of the lepton fration
and entropy per baryon. These ongurations, whih re-
semble realisti PNS formed in the adiabati ompres-
sion of the ores in massive stars, have approximately
onstant temperature and neutrino hemial potential in
their interior. Consequently, at the qualitative level the
initial state of a PNS an be modeled by a xed initial
temperature, T (r) = T , and neutrino hemial potential,
µν(r) = µν . This result justies the alternative neutrino
trapping/untrapping senario onsidered in this paper.
E. Phase diagrams
Next we present for the rst time the entral temper-
atures and quark number hemial potentials of stable
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FIG. 10: (Color online) Quark star sequenes for intermediate
oupling, η = 0.75, and xed values of the temperature and
eletron neutrino hemial potential. The disontinuity at the
maximum mass onguration is a onsequene of the appear-
ane of CFL matter in the enter of the stars. Stars with a
CFL ore are marginally stable and exist if the temperature
and neutrino hemial potential are not too high, see Fig. 14.
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FIG. 11: (Color online) Quark star sequenes for the strong
oupling, η = 1.0, and xed values of the temperature and
eletron neutrino hemial potential. Stable stars with a CFL
ore exist if the temperature and neutrino hemial potential
are not too high, see Fig. 15.
quark star solutions in the phase diagrams of quark mat-
ter, with and without neutrino trapping. In Figs. 14-
15 the phase diagrams of harge neutral quark matter
in β-equilibrium are shown for intermediate, η = 0.75,
and strong, η = 1, oupling and for two dierent values
of the eletron neutrino hemial potential, µν = 0 and
200 MeV.
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FIG. 12: (Color online) Quark star sequenes for xed val-
ues of the lepton fration, YLe(T, µν) = 0.4, and the entropy
per baryon, s(T, µν)/nB(T, µν). Stars with a CFL ore are
unstable (marginally unstable for η = 1).
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FIG. 13: (Color online) The temperature and baryon number
density vs. the oordinate radius of four dierent quark star
solutions, for xed values of the lepton fration, YLe(T, µν) =
0.4, and the entropy per baryon, s(T, µν)/nB(T, µν). The
mass of these quark star solutions is 1.25 M⊙ (1.4 M⊙) for
intermediate (strong) oupling.
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FIG. 14: (Color online) Phase diagrams of harge neutral quark matter in β-equilibrium at intermediate oupling, η = 0.75,
for xed values of the eletron neutrino hemial potential, µν = 0 (left-hand side) and µν = 200 MeV (right-hand side).
First-order phase transition boundaries are indiated by bold solid lines, while bold dashed lines represent seond-order phase
boundaries. The dotted lines indiate gapless phase boundaries and the thin solid lines are level urves of onstant entropy per
baryon. Hathed regions represent stable ompat star solutions, with entral quark number hemial potential µ(r = 0) = µ
and temperature T (r = 0) = T . The ross-hathed regions orrespond to baryon number twins, i.e., for these values of µ(r = 0)
and T (r = 0) there exist stable 2SC stars and 2SC-CFL stars with equal baryon number.
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FIG. 15: (Color online) Phase diagrams of harge neutral quark matter in β-equilibrium at strong oupling, η = 1.0, for xed
values of the eletron neutrino hemial potential, µν = 0 (left-hand side) and µν = 200 MeV (right-hand side). Line styles as
in Fig. 14.
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FIG. 16: (Color online) Radial phase struture of nal states
with CFL ores at strong oupling, η = 1.0. The T = 0,
µν = 0 ompat star sequene in Fig. 11 has a branh of
stable stars with CFL ores, this Figure shows the radial phase
struture of these stars.
As an upper limit estimate for the initial ore temper-
atures of quark stars we show the lines orresponding to
an entropy per baryon of 3, whih in the 2SC phase leads
to a maximum temperature of ∼ 40 MeV (∼ 50 MeV)
for intermediate (strong) oupling. For suiently high
neutrino hemial potentials, quark stars with a CFL
ore are unstable. In partiular, by omparing the left-
hand (µν = 0) and right-hand (µν = 200 MeV) panels of
Fig. 15 it is lear that stars with a CFL ore are rendered
unstable by the nite neutrino hemial potential. For a
typial value of µν = 200 MeV, whih should be realized
in the evolution of a PNS ore [3, 4℄, we nd no stable
CFL ores. Note that the disussion of star temperatures
exeeding the neutrino opaity temperature, Tc ∼ 1MeV,
makes sense only during the PNS era, i.e., when neutri-
nos are trapped and the neutrino hemial potential is
nite. Consequently, the region of stable CFL ore stars
shown in the panel on the left-hand side of Fig. 15 may
not be realized at all during stages of hot PNS (quark
star) evolution. We will return to this issue in the next
Subsetion.
For temperatures below Tc, we nd a range of baryon
numbers NB = 1.39− 1.43(5) N⊙, for whih quark stars
with a CFL ore and a 2SC shell are stable. The phase
struture of these stars is illustrated in Fig. 16. Gapless
phases of superonduting quark matter exist for both
oupling strengths, at temperatures well above those of
relevane for the ores of PNS, see Figs. 14-15. The gap-
less phases an therefore be negleted in the present dis-
ussion of PNS evolution [31℄.
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FIG. 17: (Color online) Cooling of PNS with trapped neu-
trinos, µν = 200 MeV, at intermediate oupling, η = 0.75.
The dashed lines indiate the entral temperature and quark
number hemial potential of ongurations with xed baryon
number, N = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, . . . , 1.2 N⊙. Solid lines indiate
phase boundaries and level urves of onstant entropy per
baryon, see Fig. 14.
F. Cooling evolution and untrapping transition
In this Subsetion we onsider a senario of quark star
ooling where the baryon number of the stars is on-
served, i.e., we assume that there are neither aretion
nor mass loss. In Figs. 17-18 we show the ooling evolu-
tion of PNS ongurations in the phase diagrams of quark
matter with trapped neutrinos, µν = 200 MeV, for inter-
mediate and strong oupling. The dashed lines indiate
the entral temperature and quark number hemial po-
tential of ongurations with xed baryon number. The
vertial solid lines indiate phase boundaries of the 2SC
phase, while the horizontal lines denote urves of on-
stant entropy per baryon. We observe that, as long as
the neutrino hemial potential remains xed, the ooling
trajetories that start from stable ongurations remain
inside the region of stability. The reverse, however, does
not hold. Upon heating, a onguration lose to the CFL
phase border may beome unstable at high temperature.
See, e.g., the trajetory for N = 1.6 N⊙ in Fig. 18.
Another instability ours during the ooling evolution
when a star reahes the neutrino opaity temperature,
Tc ∼ 1 MeV, and neutrinos start leaving the system.
The mirosopi proesses behind this neutrino untrap-
ping transition are elasti and inelasti neutrino-quark
ollisions, whih lead to a neutrino mean free path that
exeeds the radius of the star as the temperature de-
reases to Tc. This haraterizes the transition from
the neutrino-diusion regime with nite µν to the free-
streaming regime with µν = 0, whih takes plae within
the transport timesale of a few milliseonds [18℄. Sine
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FIG. 18: (Color online) Cooling of PNS with trapped neu-
trinos, µν = 200 MeV, at strong oupling, η = 1.0. The
dashed lines indiate the entral temperature and quark num-
ber hemial potential of ongurations with xed baryon
number, N = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, . . . , 1.6 N⊙. Solid lines indi-
ate phase boundaries and level urves of onstant entropy
per baryon, see Fig. 15.
this timesale is well above the strong and weak inter-
ation timesales, whih establish the loal thermal and
hemial equilibrium, the untrapping transition an be
onsidered as a quasi-stati proess that onnets the
initial state with nite neutrino hemial potential and
the nal state with vanishing µν by a sequene of equi-
librium star ongurations. This justies the estimate
of the energy release due to neutrino untrapping from
the mass defet between initial and nal ongurations.
Cooling trajetories that are lose to the CFL phase bor-
der above Tc ontinue within the CFL-twin region below
it, i.e., onservation of baryon number requires that the
phase struture of these stars hange near Tc. Leaving
aside the details of the untrapping transition itself, we
illustrate this situation in Figs. 19-20 for strong and in-
termediate oupling, respetively. In these gures, the
phase diagram above (below) Tc represents quark matter
with trapped (untrapped) neutrinos. We now disuss the
strong oupling ase illustrated in Fig. 19 in more detail.
At Tc the mean free path of the neutrinos is similar to
the size of the stars and µν → 0. The entral quark
(or baryon) number hemial potential of ongurations
with xed baryon number inreases in the untrapping
transition. When the neutrinos have esaped there are
stable 2SC stars for N . 1.41 N⊙ and stable stars with a
CFL ore for 1.39 N⊙ . N . 1.43 N⊙. The dashed lines
in the CFL phase indiate the entral temperature and
quark number hemial potential of ongurations with
xed baryon number, N = 1.4, 1.41, 1.42 N⊙. The on-
gurations with N = 1.4 and 1.41 N⊙ are CFL baryon
number twins, i.e., for these baryon numbers there exist
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FIG. 19: (Color online) Neutrino untrapping transition at
strong oupling, η = 1.0. The dashed lines in the 2SC phase
(See Fig. 15) indiate the entral temperature and quark num-
ber hemial potential of ongurations with xed baryon
number, N = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, . . . , 1.4 N⊙. Above the ritial
temperature, Tc ∼ 1 MeV, of the neutrino untrapping transi-
tion the neutrino mean free path is shorter than the size of the
stars and µν is therefore xed at 200 MeV. This orresponds
to old PNS with trapped neutrinos. At Tc the mean free
path of the neutrinos is similar to the size of the stars and
µν → 0. The entral baryon number hemial potential of
ongurations with xed baryon number inreases in the un-
trapping transition. When the neutrinos have esaped there
are stable 2SC stars for N . 1.41 N⊙ and stable stars with
a CFL ore for 1.39 N⊙ . N . 1.43 N⊙. The dashed lines
in the CFL phase indiate the entral temperature and quark
number hemial potential of ongurations with xed baryon
number, N = 1.4, 1.41, 1.42 N⊙. The ongurations with
N = 1.4 and 1.41 N⊙ are CFL baryon number twins, i.e., for
these baryon numbers there exist also pure 2SC stars. See
Fig. 15 and Fig. 21 for further information.
also pure 2SC stars.
For intermediate oupling, shown in Fig. 20, there is
only a narrow interval of baryon numbers for whih a
transition to marginally stable CFL baryon number twins
is possible during untrapping. These baryon numbers are
not shown in that Figure.
G. Mass defets due to ooling and neutrino
untrapping
The ooling evolution of a hot PNS from T ∼ 40 MeV
to Tc ∼ 1 MeV and the subsequent neutrino untrapping
transition entail signiant hanges to the EoS and the
struture of the star. This results in a derease of the
gravitational mass. The mass defet, i.e., the dierene
of the gravitational masses before and after the ooling
and/or untrapping transition, orresponds to the energy
that is released from the star, predominantly by neutrino
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FIG. 20: (Color online) Neutrino untrapping transition at
intermediate oupling, η = 0.75. The dashed lines in-
diate the entral temperature and quark number hemi-
al potential of ongurations with xed baryon number,
N = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, . . . , 1.1 N⊙. CFL baryon number twins
are marginally stable and exist only for a narrow interval of
baryon numbers. They are therefore omitted. For further
information, see Fig. 14 and Fig. 19.
emission. A fration of the neutrinos might, however, be
onverted into photons that give rise to a gamma- or X-
ray burst. The PNS ool rapidly by neutrino emission. A
few seonds after birth the stars are old on the nulear
sale (T ∼ 1 MeV) and further ooling has no diret im-
pat on their struture. However, the neutrino mean-free
path is sensitive to the temperature. Below some ritial
temperature (∼MeV) the neutrinos that are trapped in
the PNS esape and this has an eet on the struture.
In Figs. 21-22 the energy release is estimated from the
mass defets due to ooling and neutrino untrapping for
strong oupling and two dierent values of the baryon
number.
In Figs. 23-24 the energy release due to ooling and
neutrino untrapping is plotted vs. the initial mass of the
PNS, for intermediate and strong oupling, respetively.
Fig. 25 shows the net energy release when PNS ool from
a given entropy per baryon of 1 or 2 to zero and the
neutrinos are untrapped, YLe = 0.4→ 0.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the eet of nite neutrino hem-
ial potentials on the phase diagram and the nite-
temperature EoS of three-avor quark matter with self-
onsistently determined quark masses and pairing gaps.
We onrm the results of Rüster et al. [25℄ that the
phase transition to strange quark matter, suh as the
CFL phase is shifted to higher densities when neutri-
nos are trapped in the system, thus making it unlikely
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FIG. 21: (Color online) The mass defet due to ooling and
neutrino untrapping at strong oupling, η = 1.0. The dash-
dotted line represents the sequene of hot (T = 40 MeV)
PNS with trapped neutrinos (µν = 200 MeV). The PNS ool
rapidly by neutrino emission. A few seonds after birth the
stars are old on the nulear sale (T ∼ MeV) and further
ooling has no diret impat on their struture. However,
the neutrino mean-free path is sensitive to the temperature.
Below some ritial temperature (∼MeV) the neutrinos that
are trapped in the PNS esape and this has an eet on the
struture. The dashed (solid) line represent the sequene of
old stars with trapped (untrapped) neutrinos, i.e., T = 0 and
µν = 200MeV (µν = 0). When a hot isothermal 1.40M⊙ PNS
with baryon number N = 1.43 N⊙ ools to low temperature
by neutrino emission, the mass dereases to 1.35 M⊙. At low
temperature the neutrinos esape from the star and the mass
dereases to 1.32 M⊙. The relative mass defets are 3.5% due
to ooling, and 2.1% due to neutrino untrapping.
that strange matter exist in PNS ores. We nd that in
the presene of trapped neutrinos, the isospin mismath
indued by the β-equilibrium onditions is redued and
the 2SC phase beomes more favorable. In partiular,
the onset of the 2SC phase is shifted to lower densities in
the presene of trapped neutrinos. This result seems to
be robust, as it has been found also for inhomogeneous
phases of the LOFF type [26℄. The investigation of the
neutrino trapping eet on the LOFF phases in the phase
diagram with self-onsistently determined strange quark
masses is an interesting task for future work.
A new result of this study is the systemati analysis
of the regions in the quark matter phase diagram that
are realised in stable quark star ores. This analysis is
arried out for two dierent strengths of the oupling in
the diquark hannel and for two dierent values of the
neutrino hemial potential, i.e., with and without neu-
trino trapping. A remarkable nding is that for the ini-
tial evolution of a PNS, when the neutrinos are trapped,
all ongurations with a CFL ore are unstable. In ab-
sene of trapped neutrinos there are small, isolated re-
gions in the temperature-density plane where stable on-
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FIG. 22: (Color online) The mass defet due to ooling and
neutrino untrapping at strong oupling, η = 1.0. Line styles
as in Fig. 21. When a hot isothermal PNS with baryon num-
ber N = 1.4 N⊙ ools to low temperature by neutrino emis-
sion, the mass dereases from 1.38 M⊙ to 1.33 M⊙. At low
temperature the neutrinos esape from the star and the mass
dereases to 1.30 M⊙. The nal state is either a homogenous
2SC star or a more tightly bound 2SC star with a CFL ore.
The mass dierene between these two nal states is 0.01%.
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FIG. 23: (Color online) The mass defets due to ooling (T :
40MeV→MeV) and neutrino untrapping (µν : 200MeV→ 0)
at intermediate oupling, η = 0.75.
gurations with a CFL ore exists. A fration of these
2SC-CFL stars have baryon number twins in the 2SC
state. We suspet, however, that the ongurations with
a CFL ore would be unstable when the inuene of a
hadroni rust is taken into aount. See, e.g., Ref. [29℄
for an analysis of suh hybrid star ongurations. All
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FIG. 24: (Color online) The mass defets due to ooling (T :
40MeV→MeV) and neutrino untrapping (µν : 200MeV→ 0)
at strong oupling, η = 1.0.
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FIG. 25: (Color online) The total mass defets due to ooling
(s(T, µν)/nB(T, µν): 1 or 2 → 0) and neutrino untrapping
(YLe(T, µν): 0.4 → 0) at intermediate, η = 0.75, and strong
oupling, η = 1.0.
2SC quark star solutions onsidered in this work are sta-
ble, while the phase border in-between the 2SC and CFL
phases marks the endpoint of stability for PNS sequenes
in the plane of entral temperature and entral quark
number hemial potential.
The maximum temperature of PNS are estimated to
about 50 MeV for an entropy per baryon of 3, whih is
an upper limit for the entropy generated in the adiabati
ompression of the ore during ollapse of a massive star.
For this value of the entropy per baryon, the temperature
18
in the CFL phase ould reah about 65 MeV, but the
orresponding PNS ongurations are unstable.
When hot PNS ool by neutrino emission and reahes
the neutrino opaity temperature, Tc ∼ 1 MeV, i.e., the
temperature where the neutrino mean free path beomes
omparable to the size of the quark star ore, the neu-
trinos reated by eletron apture in the ollapse are un-
trapped. By alulating and omparing the ompat star
sequenes for dierent neutrino untrapping senarios we
nd that the energy release due to neutrino untrapping
(and/or ooling) is of the order of 100 bethe. This pro-
ess ould therefore be important for the inner engine of
supernovæ and gamma-ray bursts.
The disussion of superonduting quark matter
phases in the present work onerns the stability of PNS
ongurations with a CFL ore and a neutrino heating
mehanism for the outer ore of newborn PNS due to
the fat that the opaity temperature in (superondut-
ing) quark matter exeeds that in nulear matter. A
detailed study of the neutrino untrapping transition in
hybrid stars is beyond sope of the present work and will
be given elsewhere.
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